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In the Darkroom
Dakota Vaughn
1
In the darkroom there’s this second world.
It’s yellow and there’s mostly girls
With a couple artsy, soft-type boys.
When there’s a lot of us we make lots of noise.
When it’s only me, I’m mostly silent.
If I’m lucky, sometimes I’ll hear a violin
Floating in from some practice room.
2
The light-blocking terminal feels like a tomb
Or the entrance to some other place
Where yellow smoothes out all the lines on your face
And makes your skin look surreal.
The darkroom is quiet and warm and I feel
Like when I’m there the world outside is missing
Like it hangs suspended on a string
Like time elsewhere has stopped and nothing
Exists except the constant humming
Of the darkroom fan and the whir
Of the photo dryer and the stir
Of concentrating artists’ feet
As they walk from enlarger to tray to complete
A photo that lays like a question mark
In developing liquid, turns light to dark,
And reveals itself as beauty or mistake.
3
I feel like a grade schooler, “look what I can make!”
But also a scientist who knows about mixing
Chemicals and is an expert at fixing
Photos in syrupy translucent liquid.
Something about yellow light makes me languid
And unsure of what day of the week it could be.
There’s some vibe in the chemical air that makes me love you, and you love me.
When we’re in the darkroom we are all friends
But outside the terminal, that’s where it ends
And there’s no hard feelings--we’re different beings
When we’re not in the room where we’re constantly seeing
Beautiful things rise to life right before us;
Images that emerge and elicit a chorus
Of wows and astonishments; compliments, ahhs.
4
The darkroom is like a glorious pause
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From everyday life, from college bureaucracy.
And I don’t think it’s sad, and I don’t call it hypocrisy
That we’re only comrades when the safelights are lit
But on the other side of the black tube, forget
Each other (or forget our true selves).
I just think it’s lovely that there’s this place we can dwell
For an hour or two one night a week
And freely feel and freely speak
With people who aren’t a thing like us
And not even worry if they like us;
Because we all have this one common aim:
That we don’t screw up our next frame

